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This paper attempts to briefly analyze and assess the system of social service in Georgia 

and it also seeks for the advantages and disadvantages of the decentralization of social 

service. This is a desk research based on utilization of major texts on social services and 

general state of the process of political and administrative decentralization in 

contemporary Georgia 

Introduction: Democratization, Post-Communist Transformation and Local 

Democracy in Georgia    

The collapse of Soviet Union and emergence of new independent states on the territories 

of former Soviet Union gave birth to setting up of completely new public institutions and 

implementation of administrative reforms in order to achieve social progress and effective 

functioning of state in the process of transformation and democratization. Obviously, 

transition to democracy became extremely difficult task for new post-soviet states. Vast 

majority of post-soviet countries could not find relevant cultural determinants to establish 

truly democratic order. Due to deep economic crisis and social stagnation followed by the 

disintegration of Soviet Union, post-communist states did not enjoy necessary social 

requisites to achieve success in the process of democratic transformation.  

Obviously, high level of economic development is the most important requisite tp create 

democratic society which certainly means that without good life there is no democracy1. 

Unfortunately, model of transition chosen by post-communist political elites was not 

focused on creating relevant social requisites for post-communist democratic aspirations. 

Shock therapy became major ideological strata of economic reforms which undoubtedly 

ended up with greater social and economic catastrophes reflected with growing trends of 

injustice and inequality.  

In spring of 2016, Robert Wade of LSE wrote “Georgia was one of the most prosperous 

states of the Soviet Union. In just 15 years, to 2005, Georgia plunged from among the 

most prosperous USSR states to one of the poorest. Growth did not resume until the 

mid-2000s. Between the early 1990s and today, Georgia’s population fell by one third, to 

about 3.4 million: its diaspora is now mostly in Russia, Turkey and Europe”2 

                                                           
1
 See Seymour Martin Lipset, “Some Social Requisites of Democracy: Economic Development and Political 

Legitimacy,” The American Political Science Review, Vol. 53, No.1 (1959): 75 

2
 See Robert Wade, “Georgia: Neoliberalism and Industrial Policy”, Le Monde Diplomatique, May 2016, 

English edition 
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Obviously, disintegration of Soviet Union has resulted with dramatic social 

consequences. Well-developed system of social services which Georgia enjoyed during 

the Soviet Union has dramatically crashed; new post-communist state emancipated itself 

from social responsibility and has provoked harsh atomization of society. Neoliberal 

policies which dominate Georgia’s post-communist life have empowered the idea of small 

government and shadowed the perspectives of social state. Yet, despite of neoliberal 

strategies of diminishing or even completely eliminating state intervention in economic 

life, there are observed various state and non-state activities in the field of development 

of social services. The tendency has become increasingly visible after neoliberal regime 

change in Georgia (2012) when new ruling political class has declared the idea of welfare 

state as central for Georgia’s new agenda of transformation. However, recent advances 

in the field of social service do not necessarily mean that Georgia moved successfully 

towards the idea of welfare state. There is need of transforming whole agenda and 

organizing strong structural and social changes for establishment of true welfare state 

where equality and development will take respected place in new social order.   

Fundamental problem for post-soviet states to organize successful democratic reforms 

was about lack of experience of being historically independent and moreover democratic 

states. To say it precisely, in case of Georgia the process of democratic transformation 

became completely painful task as country never ever experienced what it means to live 

with democratic manner. Also, due to difficult legacy gained from Soviet totalitarian 

systems majority of Georgians since the day of declaration independence until now have 

rather authoritarian-minded spirit than democratic one. This is very important to 

determine, to identify and to observe the nature of mass beliefs in certain state as mass 

beliefs have direct impact over democracy or authoritarianism3. Thus, Georgia, that had 

extremely difficult political past faced dozens of challenges in times of post-communist 

transition as country did not have any empirical experience on how to deal with 

independence and with new agenda of democratization. 

Development of local democracy and decentralization of the country was always 

important segment of Georgia’s aspirations of effective socio-political transformation and 

democratic transition. Also, to put it in more general terms, challenges of decentralization 

and development of local democracy has became important trouble for many post-

                                                           
3
 See Christian Welzel and Ronald Inglehart “Mass Beliefs and Democratic Institutions”, in: Charles Boix 

and Susan C. Stokes (eds.) The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics, Oxford, UK: Oxford University 

Press (2007): 297-317  
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communist societies, so that Georgia is not indeed exceptional case. As scholars argue, 

decentralization of governance is important component of transformation processes in 

CEE and the idea of decentralization is to bring government nearer to the citizens in 

order to create conditions for democratization of governance and for increasing its 

efficiency4  

Political elites who rule Georgia in times of post-communist transition frequently 

expressed sympathies towards the policies of decentralization. Many projects have been 

organized to strengthen the process of decentralization and many state or non-state 

actors were involved in such projects or initiatives. And still, Georgia remains the country 

with the lowest degree of decentralization in almost all dimensions, including political, 

administrative and fiscal. Obviously, decentralization of social services is another 

challenge for so called new Georgian democracy, and this is especially important when 

country passionately declares its gorgeous aspirations for European integration. Surely, 

effective process of European integration for Georgia also means effective process of 

decentralization which is still very weak and specifically in terms of providing social 

services. In a nutshell, we may conclude that the problem of decentralization in Georgia 

is part of complex of problems and challenges which Georgia faces in times of post-

communist transformation. 

Institutions and Actors in the Field of Social Service: General Overview 

Social services in Georgia are provided by both local and international institutions. 

Various NGOs, international organizations or governmental institutions (e.g. UN, Swiss 

Cooperation Office for the South Caucasus, Social Service Agency of Georgia and etc) 

are involved in implementation of various programs or initiatives focused on such social 

services as are housing, child care, heath, employment and etc. 

Major governmental institution in Georgia dealing with social service is Social Service 

Agency of Georgia. The official webpage of the agency defines its functions as following: 

“Social Service Agency administers tens of state social and health protection programs. 

The Agency is the service that disposes the multi-million expenses and directs them to 

provision of the beneficiaries - the various contingents which requires service or 

assistance, with social disbursements, state health and social programs maximally. State 

                                                           
4
 Michal Illner “Issues of the Decentralization and Reforms in Former Communist Countries”, Informationen 

zur Raumentwicklung, Heft 7/8.2000: 391-402 
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pension, social assistance, health   insurance, appropriate provision of the persons with 

disabilities, guardianship and custody of children deprived of care, etc - these are the 

issues, within the frameworks of which more than 2000 employees of the Agency serve 

approximately 2.5 million Georgian citizens (about 60 percents of the Georgian 

citizens).”5 

The Social Service Agency implements certain significant projects supported by various 

donor institutions including UNICEF, USAID, Save the Children, EveryChild, World 

Vision, Caritas and etc. The projects are focused on: vocational trainings, street children, 

probation of undergraduate students and so on. 

Currently, the Social Service Agency maintains many activities in the field of social 

service, including: 

 Social programs (day centers, community organizations, support of rehabilitation 

of war veterans, support of communication of the deaf, etc) 

 

 Child care (child adoption, protection of child from violation, rehabilitation of 

children, early child development, alternative forms of child care, etc) 

 

 Health programs (universal health care) 

 

 State disbursements (state pension, household subsidy, reimbursement of leave 

for maternity and childcare, as well as for adaption of a new-born child, state 

compensation, social package, etc) 

Several international organizations like UN and SCO are also involved in providing of 

social services for the citizens of Georgia. Particularly, they provide social service for the 

vulnerable groups (this specifically means social housing in Tbilisi, Gori, Kutaisi, Zugdidi 

and Batumi)6. USAID and EU also have supported various projects focused on 

employment, health, vocational trainings and etc organized by local NGOs and 

governmental institutions. 

                                                           
5
 See http://ssa.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=ENG&sec_id=14 

6 See 
http://www.ge.undp.org/content/georgia/en/home/operations/projects/poverty_reduction/social_se
rvice.html  
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Social services in Georgia are strictly centralized and central governmental institutions 

representing as SSA is dealing with providing of major social services for the citizens of 

Georgia. Although, Georgian legislation for local self-government gives opportunity for 

local authorities to provide certain components of social services, for example providing 

of shelters for homeless people but major areas of social services are not delegated to 

the competence of local authorities.7 Obviously, providing of social services are not 

delegated to the local authorities, but usually, local authorities who maintain their own 

budgets in certain circumstances provide social services for local citizens, usually this 

happens for urgent health assistance, for families with low income, for war veterans and 

so on. According to the research works done in the field of analyzing local services and 

local authorities in Georgia, there are serious problems in the sphere of regulations and 

for quality of services provided for the citizens by local authorities in Georgia 8 

Various researchers in the field of studying social services in Georgia argue that the level 

of providing social services in times of Soviet Georgia did not enjoy any high quality, 

however, this became more difficult process in times of independence and particularly in 

1990s when in parallel with collapse of state structures the sphere of social services also 

experienced significant collapse. Also, situation became more dramatic in times of post-

communist transition when division of the sphere of competencies among the state, 

private sector and local authorities became fragile. Private sector was privileged to 

provide various components of social services and thus local authorities did not have any 

real mechanism to influence over the private sector. In such case, local authorities could 

not advocate the interests of local citizens as private sector do not maintain effective 

communication with local governmental bodies9 

Strict centralization of social services in Georgia has also negative public attitudes. To 

put it in general term, more centralized system certainly means bureaucratic problems we 

face. Also, in order to improve the level of local democracy it is very important that local 

governmental institutions are those who deal with providing of social service. Also, it is 

empirically proven practice that local authorities are more near to the citizens than central 

authority, and its about everyday life. There are best practices also from both old and 

new European democracies for successful process of decentralization which also means 

                                                           
7
 See Code of Local Self-Governance https://matsne.gov.ge/ka/document/view/2244429  

8
 See ადგილობრივი თვითმმართველობის სერვისების მოწოდების სტანდარტები, CIESR, 2010, 

თბილისი  
9
 See დავით ლოსაბერიძე „თვითმმართველობა საქართველოში: პოლიტიკის ანალიზი - 

დეცენტრალიზაციის პროცესების ზოგადი შეფასება (1991-2012)“, OSGF 
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successful transformation of the field of social service. Moreover, we must also mention 

that inclusion of the citizens and growth of citizens political participation also gives 

inspiration to local political elites to struggle for effective advocacy of the interests of 

citizens and to demand more decentralized system for satisfying interests of local 

community and this first of all means decentralization of social service. However, the 

process of rapid and effective decentralization, including decentralization of social service 

can be explained and understood as long and relatively painful and difficult process due 

to lack of Georgia’s experience of maintaining the traditions of local democracy. Surely, 

international assistance may take important place and role in such process but it is not 

the most effective and the most reliable determinant for successful process of 

decentralization in Georgia. 

Need of Decentralization: Advantages of Decentralized System and 

Decentralization of Social Service 

As it is mentioned above more decentralized system means more integration into the 

interests and needs of citizens in everyday life. All forms of decentralization including 

political, administrative and fiscal usually results with success stories for advancing well-

being of local population. Political decentralization is the most important category of 

centralization which directly impacts over the decentralization of social services. Political 

decentralization not only influences effective process of democratization but it also 

strengthens local political and social structures and without powerful local institutions 

there are no perspectives for successful decentralization of social services. Therefore, for 

Georgia, powerful political decentralization is absolutely necessary phenomenon in order 

to ensure decentralization of social services. 

Delegation as extensive form of decentralization (in terms of administrative one) is also 

very important in order to equip local authorities with the power of decision making 

delegated from central governmental institutions. Delegation is the most successful type 

of administrative decentralization which strengthens and empowers local authorities for 

providing best quality of social services without any bureaucratic and technocratic 

obstacles. Also, for development of local democracy and decentralized system its very 

important ministries to transfer their functions and authority to regional and local 

authorities which will make providing of social service more effective for citizens. 

Today, in Georgia central government and political elites in the centre are reluctant to 

support real implementation of various types of decentralization, including 
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deconcentration, delegation, devolution and etc. Obviously, Georgian legislation and 

formal political agenda are focused on more decentralized system but in practice real 

power is always in the hand of central authorities and local authorities tend to be 

extremely loyal to the decisions and approaches taken by governmental institutions in the 

center. Weak local governmental bodies also practically provoke low trust in local 

administrative bodies and they stipulate skeptical and nihilistic attitudes from citizens 

towards the idea of local self-governance.  

Also, Soviet tradition of strictly centralized system still remains active component in 

political life of Georgia which became another important source of citizens’ apathy 

towards local decision makers. Definitely, more decentralized social services would also 

reduce skepticism and critical attitudes towards the local governmental bodies. 

Decisionmaking decentralization as one of the most important conceptions of 

decentralization is also key instrument to mobilize effective process of decentralization of 

social service. Decesionmking decentralization precisely means that local government 

have right of making decisions which means that central government has no privilege to 

decide the issues that have central importance for local community10. Therefore, to 

conclude it once again, without strong component of political decentralization which 

enables local authorities to take power of decision making there will be no real 

perspectives for decentralization of social service in Georgia.  

To conclude it, future decentralization of social services in Georgia has following 

advantages: 

 Decentralization of social services will increase general quality of providing social 

services 

 It makes policy of social service more responsive to local needs 

 Local authorities will enjoy right to advocate rights of citizens in much more 

effective manner 

 Decentralization of social services will increase trust for local governmental bodies 

 Decentralization of social services will decrease level of state bureaucracy  

 Decentralization of social services will guarantee more transparency and good 

governance in the field of providing social service in Georgia 

                                                           
10

 See Daniel Treisman “Defining and Measuring Decentralization: A Global Perspective” 

http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/polisci/faculty/treisman/Papers/defin.pdf   
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 Quality of local democracy will be relatively increased 

Despite of advantages related to decentralization of social service, it does not mean that 

the process of such decentralization will be relatively easy task for local and central 

political elites. There are lots of steps ahead that must be taken by central and local 

authorities to ensure practical implementation of the process of decentralization of social 

services.  

Problems of Decentralization: In Search of Disadvantages?  

Sadly for contemporary Georgia democracy, there is a strong believe among certain 

political groups that central government may perform tasks better that local government. 

Thus, despite of legal and constitutional mechanisms which give source for 

decentralization in Georgia, there are many issues that are in competence of central 

authorities to make decision in practical life and central government enjoy more power, 

reputation and recognition than local authorities. There is a general belief in Georgia that 

government in capital city may work better than government in regions and with such 

conceptually wrong approach we see sort of intellectualization and legitimization of 

centralized system in Georgia. 

Definitely, local authorities in Georgia are not strong enough to be assigned with certain 

important tasks and yes it may probably also include skepticism on competence to 

deliver social services but everything depends on political will to strengthen local 

government.  However, definitely despite of popularity of all types of decentralization in 

contemporary democracies there are some disadvantages that may emerge in the field of 

decentralization of social service in Georgia and such disadvantages may include 

following: 

 Due to lack of experience of decentralized administrative system in Georgia 

decentralization of social services may provoke technical and procedural 

problems  

 Local governmental officials don’t know how to deal effectively and properly with 

the issues of management of social services 

 It may strengthen and empower local clientelistic traditions 

However, despite of such disadvantages which we may experience the process of 

decentralization of social service there must be taken risk to organize such process. This 
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is especially important for development of the process of democratization in Georgia and 

for modernization of administrative system. 

Recommendations 

As Georgia’s open secret is to support the process of decentralization this also must 

include decentralization of particular fields, including social services. Therefore, in the 

process of decentralization of social services both state and non-state actors are 

assigned with important tasks to perform. 

Particularly, there are definitely at least four actors which may play crucial role in the 

process of decentralization of social service in Georgia. Thus, recommendations are 

given to following actors:  

Government of Georgia: 

 Must express political willingness to give real chances for administrative and 

political decentralization 

 Must launch fundamental reforms for gradual decentralization of social services 

 Must crystallize political elites form stereotypes dealing with indifferent attitudes 

towards the local authorities in Georgia  

Local Authorities: 

 Must intensify dialogue with government and local community on need of 

decentralization 

 Must identify major advantages of decentralized system of delivering social 

services 

 Must organize fundamental changes in management of social services, including 

accurate observation of local needs 

Civil Society Organizations: 

 Must facilitate better and effective dialogue between central government and local 

authorities 

 Must organize educational projects and training programs for local authorities on 

various aspects of decentralization of social services 

 Must observe and monitor general trends of local democracy and decentralization 

policy 
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International Organizations: 

 Must provide support for various activities, initiatives and projects dealing with 

transformation of social services in Georgia in the context of decentralization 

 Together with CSO must facilitate dialogue between central government and local 

authorities 

 Must identify best practices from contemporary European democracies in the field 

of  successful decentralization of social services and to share such practices for 

local authorities in Georgia 
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